Manufacturer: Polytop Corporation  
Model: PS 185 (Loctop), PS 189 (Loctop), PS 186 (Loctop)  
ASTM Type: III G  

Description:

This is a one-piece plastic snap closure with a dispensing spout (Figure 1). The closures shown in Figure 1 are from left to right, PS 185 (flat closure with the red spout), PS 189 (larger flat closure with the white spout), and PS 186 (closure with some height and the blue spout).

Figure 1
All three closures are friction fit permanently to the container. The PS 185 and PS 189 (the flat closures) have male attachment fittings (Figure 2A). The PS 186 (closure with some height) has a female attachment fitting (Figure 2B).
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All three closures (PS 185, PS 189, and PS 186) have the spout fit into a rectangular groove on the closure. The closure is opened by using a fingernail or some other device to lift the spout out of the groove and then lift the spout up.

There are no manufacturer’s instructions on any of the three closures.